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NAV Dec'20 YTD'20

10.8558 2.81% 4.61%

Classification Weight NAME

Equity 14.32%
ISH MSCI USA ETF $ 
ACC

Equity 11.02%
ISH CORE MSCI EM IMI 
ETF USD ACC

Equity 10.16%
BLK ADV US EQ FD D 
ACC USD

Equity 9.54%
ISHARES CORE S&P 
500 UCITS ETF USD

Equity 6.92%
ISHARES EDGE S&P 
500 MIN VOL
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Aims to provide long-term capital appreciation and diversify risk globally with investments spread across asset 
classes and licensed funds.
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Market Commentary:

Global equities finished the year on a strong footing amidst 
positive vaccine news, and agreements regarding a Brexit deal 
and a pandemic relief plan in the US. Developed markets were 
up 3.5% in local currency terms and 4.3% in $ terms. Emerging 
markets gained 6.1% in local currency terms and 7.4% in $ terms. 
The USD ended the month down 2.1% as investors expect the 
Fed to keep interest rates low. Moreover, markets are optimistic 
regarding a recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic, which could 
make the greenback a laggard against other major currencies. 
Within fixed income markets, US treasuries ended the month 
down 0.3% while UK gilts ended the month up 1.6%. The Euro 
ended the month up 2.3% against USD as the latter depreciated 
and the EU entered into an investment agreement with China that 
will provide European businesses with preferential treatment 
compared to US companies. Sterling climbed 2.4% against USD 
over the month as the UK and the EU agreed on a Brexit deal.

A new and more infectious strain of the COVID-19 virus was 
discovered in the UK. As a result, many countries barred flights 
from the UK and strict lockdown measures were imposed within 
the country. On the economic front, the composite PMI for the 
UK came in at 50.4, above last month’s 49. The increase was led 
by the manufacturing sector while service sector activity declined 
once again due to falling demand and trade restrictions amidst 
the COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, the unemployment rate 
for the three months to October came in at 4.9%, above 4.8% 
in the previous period, as the labor market continues be under 
pressure as a result of the pandemic. Amidst rising COVID-19 
cases in the US, the composite PMI for December came in at 
55.3, below November’s 58.6. The latest reading signaled the 
slowest upturn in business activity for three months due to a 
slowdown in new business growth. On the political front, US 
lawmakers finally agreed on a pandemic relief plan that will 
extend many of the CARES support measures such as renewing 
direct payments to households and generous unemployment 
benefits. EU governments found a compromise regarding the 
EU’s recovery fund and seven-year budget. This paves the way 
for a EUR 1.8 trillion financial support package if ratified by 
national parliaments of the 27 member states. Services remained 
the principal drag on economic output for the eurozone while 
manufacturing continued to expand over the month.

Within fixed income, 10-year government bond performance 
was muted in developed regions except for the US, UK and Italy. 
Hopes of economic recovery and an agreement regarding a 
stimulus deal led treasury yields to move modestly higher.  With 
more stringent lockdown measures imposed in the UK, gilt yields 
declined as economic uncertainty heightened for the nation. 
Benchmark 10-year yields climbed by 7bps to 0.91% in the US, 
while they declined 11bps in the UK to 0.2% and 1bp in Japan 
to 0.02%. Bund yields remained flat over the month at -0.58%. 
The oil rally triggered by positive vaccine news continued into 
December. The commodity (Brent) ended the month up 8.8% 
at $52/barrel. Growing worries about the new strain of the 
coronavirus have boosted the appeal of safe havens such as 
gold. Furthermore, the weak dollar bolstered the demand for 
the precious metal. Gold finished the year strong, returning 
24.8% YTD and 7% over December, ending the month at $1898/ 
ounce.

Disclaimer:

This document is prepared for general circulation and is 
circulated for general information only. This document is not an 
invitation to subscribe to units of any investment fund or program 
therein. Past performance is not a guide to future returns. All the 
information contained in this document is believed to be reliable 
but may be inaccurate or incomplete. A full explanation of the 
characteristics of the investment is given in the prospectus. 
Any opinions stated are honestly held but are not guaranteed. 
The forecasts and material contained herein are for illustrative 
purposes only and are not to be relied upon as advice or 
interpreted as a recommendation. This document is meant for 
financial promotion and does not provide you with all the facts 
you need to make an informed decision about investing and hence 
is not intended to constitute investment advice.  The information 
provided should not be considered as a recommendation or 
solicitation to purchase, sell or hold these securities. It should 
also not be assumed that any investment in these securities 
was or will be, profitable. The use of any information set out in 
this document is entirely at the recipient’s own risk. Prospective 
investors are advised to seek independent professional advice 
to understand all attendant risks attached to investments in  
the Fund.


